Temp. Reg. 1.897-5T(b)(5),
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Outbound 332 Liquidation of USRPI
(Including Former USRPHC)
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FC, a Country F corporation, owns 100 percent of the stock of DC, a U.S. real property holding corporation. FC's
basis in the stock of DC is $300,000, and the fair market value of the DC stock is $500,000. DC owns Parcel P, a
U.S. real property interest, with an adjusted basis of $250,000 and a fair market value of $400,000. DC also owns
all of the stock of DX, a former U.S. real property holding corporation whose stock is a U.S. real property interest,
with an adjusted basis of $50,000 and a fair market value of $100,000. DC completely liquidates and distributes all
of its property to FC in exchange for the DC stock held by FC.
DC recognizes $50,000 of gain on the distribution to FC of the DX stock. DC does not recognize any gain for
purposes of section 367(e)(2) on the distribution to FC of Parcel P. FC's disposition of its DC stock is not treated as
a disposition of a U.S. real property interest. Under section 334(b)(1), FC takes a carryover adjusted basis of
$250,000 in Parcel P. FC takes an increased basis of $100,000 in the DX stock which is equal to DC's basis
($50,000) increased by the gain recognized by DC ($50,000). The result would be the same if FC had made an
effective election under section 897(i).
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